2019 Destination Imagination® Global Finals

T-shirts, Light-up Devices, Pins:

Why do we need these things? AND online ordering process!

T-SHIRTS:
Each affiliate (state and foreign county) will sit together in assigned sections at Global Finals Opening and Closing Ceremonies. The arena will be a rainbow of color, with each affiliate recognizable by its bloc of shirts. Team managers, team members, and supporters sit together in the Colorado section, so they will want to wear the designated Colorado t-shirt for each event. T-shirts for supporters are entirely optional, however, it’s a great way for them to “support” the Colorado teams! Colorado has one t-shirt that will be worn at the Opening Ceremony and a different t-shirt that will be worn at the Closing Ceremony. Please order shirts for both events.

   Cost: $20.00 Opening Ceremony Shirt (Same as the State T-Shirt with a different back. You may choose not to purchase a 2nd shirt.
   $20.00 Closing Ceremony Shirt (brand new color and design).

LIGHT-UP DEVICES:
Global Finals Opening and Closing Ceremonies will be in the Sprint Center Arena. Join the celebration as we light up the night with Lights, Lights, and Lights. Teams wave all sorts of lights to draw attention to their section of the stands. Let’s make COLORADO visible from everywhere! To make ordering easy – we have the Opening/Closing Ceremony KIT – which will include multiple LED devices.

   Cost: Kit is $10.00

PINS:
Pin trading is a huge deal at Global Finals, as anyone who has previously attended will confirm! Every year, team members and managers who have not been to Global Finals think they won’t want to trade pins (or trade many pins) – until they get to Global Finals, and the Pin Trading bug BITES! Pin trading is a terrific way to meet people from all over the world. Some people are very serious about trading and others do it for fun and to meet people. Believe it when we say that you will want to be a part of the pin trading fun! Colorado has 3 sets of 4 pins and a special 20th anniversary pin that will be traded at Global Finals this year. The sets are skateboards, suitcases, and origami. Depending on how much trading individuals think they will want to do, packages can be split among team members or an individual can purchase a package for his/her exclusive trading. The decision is yours. Teams will be limited to a maximum of 7 packages on the original order. Requests for additional packages will be filled if extra pins are available. This year we will be selling limited pins not in a pack.

   Cost: $65.00 per package of 22 pins. (4 Skateboards, 8 origami, 8 suitcases, 2 20th anniversary pins.)
   Also available onsite at Globals, as supplies allow:
      $22 for 4 skateboards
      $12 for 4 Origami
      $12 for 4 Suitcases
      $12 for 4 Moose

Ordering: This year we will again use the www.registeryourteam.org website to automate ordering and payments. Your team will be invited to a “tournament” called “Team Colorado Merchandise Order”. It will look just like your Regional or State tournament screen, but you will only need to answer the required questions (Merchandise Quantities?, are you going to use the Prop delivery truck? and are attending IC Day on May 11th?). You do not have to complete any other sections, just answer the questions, Click Submit Answers and PAY at the bottom. You may still pay by check if you’d like, either mailed to the office or in person at the IC Day pick up.

The Ordering Deadline is April 20th—NO LATE ORDERS

**This Process in NO WAY confirms your registration with Global Finals. You must still follow their procedures and meet all of the deadlines at www.globalsfinals.org to secure your place!!